Why LEVOLOR®

Backed by a century of quality, LEVOLOR® blinds and shades are trusted to work beautifully day after day, year after year.
Roller Shades

PRODUCTS

Shade Types
- Manual
- Motorized
- Cordless
- Dual Manual
- Dual Motorized

FABRICS

- Choose from a wide variety of colors and styles
- Options include: 1%, 3%, 5% and 10% openness
- Enhanced sound absorption fabrics
- High performance shades
- Polyester and Fiberglass core fabrics
- Full line of Mermet and Phifer
- PVC free options available
- Full line of Mermet and Phifer
Metal Blinds

PRODUCTS

Riviera® Blinds
1/2 Inch
Classic 1 Inch
Contract 1 Inch
2 Inch
Specialty-1 Inch:
A-Frame, Arch, Incline, Skylight

Mark I® Blinds
Cordless 1 inch
1 Inch
1-3/8 Inch

COLORS

• Choose from a wide variety of colors including metallic, stone, opulence, pearlescent and tiltone finishes
• Custom color available upon request with minimum purchase requirements

MARK I® BLINDS
• Integrated valance provides a contemporary appearance
• Concealed brackets/mounting system
• Offered in LEVOLOR® 1 Inch and exclusive contemporary 1-3/8 Inch slat size
• Privacy cord routing provides additional light control
• Exclusive SheerView option filters light and reduces glare
• Durable steel headrail components standard
• 8 gauge premium slats

RIVIERA® BLINDS
• Available in 1 Inch, 1/2 Inch, 2 Inch and specialty shapes
• Box brackets standard
• Privacy cord routing provides additional light control
• Exclusive SheerView option filters light and reduces glare
• Durable steel headrail components standard
• 8 gauge premium slats standard on Riviera® Classic 1 Inch and 1/2 Inch; industry leading 9 gauge standard on 2 Inch slats
• 6 gauge premium slats standard on Riviera® Contract 1 Inch
Faux Wood Blinds

PRODUCTS
Traditional Cord Lift
Lift & Lock™ Cordless

COLORS
• Choose from a variety of colors in various tones and textures
• Painted whites, neutrals and grays
• Stained wood look

FEATURES
• Contoured Valance
• Steel headrail
• PVC-Free options available
• All colors available in 2 Inch
• Whites are available in 2-1/2 Inch
• Excellent performance and value
• Resist moisture and heat and will not warp, peel or fade
• Exclusive LEVOLOR® No-hole slat design increases privacy and light control
• Lift & Lock™ Cordless option for child safety
Vertical Blinds

PRODUCTS
With Zirlon® Wheeled Headrail System

COLORS
• Choose from sleek and updated vane finishes
• Solid and Perforated (6% and 12%) vanes available

OPTIONS
• Cordless Wand Control
• Cord/Chain Control
• Backstacker™ (for Cord/Chain only)
• One Way Right Stack
• One Way Left Stack
• Dual Stack
• Center Stack
• Reverse Stack (for Cord/Chain only)
• DesignLine™ Valance for a coordinated look

FEATURES
• Self-lubricating wheeled system glides smoothly
• Cordless wand control is standard for child safety; Cord/Chain option available
• Zirlon® Wheeled System designed for durability and superior
• Limited Lifetime Warranty